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Open to the public including the press 
 
 
 

14. Progress on approved Council motions  

 To note progress on the approved Council motions – to follow. 

 
 
 



Council Report 
 

Report of Head of Head of Policy & Programmes  

Author: Michelle Wells  

E-mail: michelle.wells@southandvale.gov.uk 

 

Cabinet member responsible: Councillor Debby Hallett 

Tel:  

E-mail:debby.hallet@whitehorsedc.gov.uk  

To: Council  

Date:8 December 2021  

 

 

Council Motions Update – May 2019 – 

present  

Recommendation(s) 

1) For members to review and note the progress against motions agreed from May 
2019 – present.  

2) For members to note planning has commenced on how we may take a live version 
of this document forward on our website and/or increase accessibility of previously 
submitted motions and track their implementation as part of the Corporate Plan 
2020-24 commitment to increase understanding and access to what we do, how 
we work and the decisions we make.  

 

Purpose of Report 

1. To review and note the progress against motions agreed from May 2019 – present and 
note that officers have started to review options as to how we may take a live version of 
the motion tracker forward on our website and/or increase accessibility of previously 
submitted motions and more effectively track their implementation.  

Corporate Objectives  

2. This work aligns to theme six of the Vale of White Horse District Council Corporate 
Plan 2020-24- Working in an Open and Inclusive Way, particularly, improving our use 
of technology to increase understanding and access to what we do, how we work and 
the decisions we make. 
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Update 

3. The Insight and Policy service currently maintains a manual record of all motions 
agreed and routinely implements and follows up with relevant Heads of Service where 
activity, or a position change is required as a result of a motion.  

4. Progress is recorded manually and reported to Full Council every six-months or on 
request.  

5. Please see Appendix one – Council Motions Update – May 2019- present which 
members are asked to review and note.  

6. It has been requested that officers explore options as to how to increase visibility of the 
motions submitted and progress against them outside of formal meetings.  

7. Officers are currently reviewing options as to how best to meet this requirement for 
members.  

8. Options under consideration include; 

• Taking forward a live version of the document in Appendix one on our website 

• Exploring additional functionality in the current Democratic Services IT systems 

• Exploring how we may maximise other systems that could more effectively 
increase accessibility and track implementation of motions 

Climate and ecological impact implications 

9. This report has no direct climate or ecological implications. 

 

Financial Implications 

10. None 

Legal Implications 

11. None  

Risks 

12. None 

Other implications 

13. None  

Conclusion 

14. For members to receive an update on the progress of previously submitted motions 
from May 2019-present and note that officers are undertaking work to review how to 
increase accessibility previously submitted motions and track their implementation as 
part of the Corporate Plan 2020-24 commitment to increase understanding and access 
to what we do, how we work and the decisions we make. 
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Vale of White Horse Council Motions – May 2019 to Present 
Motion ID Date Motion Substantive Action Required Progress Relevant Lead 

Officer  Status 

Vale M1 17th July 2019 

Council notes that, given all possible routes through the 
government’s chosen corridor, the Oxford to Cambridge 
Expressway will have a direct impact on communities, 

businesses, and the environment across the Vale of White 
Horse District. This council should therefore agree a 
position on this matter. 

 
Council notes with concern the lack of public consultation 
and lack of clarity from Government on proposals about 

whether an Expressway is the most effective way to 
enhance connectivity within the Oxford to Cambridge Arc 
and before Corridor B was chosen. 
 

Council notes that published evidence on similar road 
building schemes, such as widening the M25, led to 
increased car use without any benefit in terms of congestion 

or journey time after a few years. 
 
Council notes that the increased carbon emissions, damage 

to our countryside and biodiversity associated with road 
building would be significant. 
 

Council notes our recent declaration of a Climate 
Emergency and our commitment to reducing our carbon 
footprint through our polices, decisions and actions. The 

Expressway will have a serious negative impact on the 
achievement of climate change targets at a time when all 
public bodies are being actively encouraged to improve air 

quality and contribute to significant carbon reductions. 
 
Therefore, Council resolves to oppose the Oxford to 

Cambridge Expressway as proposed. 
 
Council requests that the Leader of the council, and 

members of the Cabinet, make our opposition to the road 
building scheme clear at relevant partnership meetings. 
 

Council requests that the Leader of the council write to the 
district’s two Members of Parliament and to the Minister for 
Transport to make clear this council’s position as set out 

above and to request that the following action be taken: 
- That the Expressway proposal be abandoned; 
- That the estimated £3-7billion cost of the scheme to be 

invested instead into completing and enhancing phase three 
of the East-West Rail link and to local government to 
enhance cycle infrastructure and public transport; 

- That all new transport schemes proposed by Department 
for Transport be subject to full public consultation and 
environmental assessments be published from the 

beginning; 
- That the government prioritise rail and sustainable active 
travel when developing policy and awarding grant funding 

for infrastructure. 

Vale are opposed to the Oxford 
Cambridge expressway 
 

The Leader of the Council will 
write to the Minister for Transport, 
Ed Vaizey and Layla Moran. 

Letters sent and relevant officers advised 
and updated via team meetings and one 
to ones, to ensure that engagement with 

partners reflects this position. 
 
The Expressway has now been cancelled 

by HM Government. 

Acting Deputy 
Chief Executive 
- Partnerships  

Closed  
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Vale M2 17th July 2019 

Council notes the inspector’s Report of the Examination of 

Vale’s Local Plan Part 2, dated 25 June 2019. In his report, 
the inspector lists the four objectives of LPP2, one of which 
is to set out policies and locations for new housing to meet 

the unmet need of Oxford City. 
 
Council notes that the inspector (in para 26) reminds us that 

the Oxfordshire Growth Board agreed a ‘working 
assumption’ that Oxford City’s unmet need was 15,000 
homes, of which Vale should supply 2200 homes over the 

plan period. He says (in para 28) that this ‘working 
assumption’ is to be ‘confirmed or adjusted’ through the 
examination of Oxford’s Local Plan and the preparation of 
Oxfordshire’s Joint Statutory Spatial Plan, which is currently 

in its early stages. He reminds us again (in para 92) that the 
additional housing requirement is a ‘working assumption 
rather than definitive and warrants some caution in 

allocating sites in the LPP2’. There is no guidance or 
explanation of what this would mean in practice. 
 

Council notes that Oxford City has submitted its Local Plan 
for examination, but the inspector has found some issues 
that require more work before it is ready to be examined in 

public hearings; he discusses the issues in his letter to that 
council (undated, but to be found on Oxford City’s Local 
Plan examination website page). Inspector is concerned 

that the housing figures are based on figures in the 2014 
SHMA, which are based on 2011 ONS population and 
household projections that ‘are now a few years old’ (page 

2). He also points out there may have been double 
counting. Therefore, the housing need figure is 
questionable. This housing need figure ‘could have a 

bearing on the level of unmet need which would have to be 
accommodated by neighbouring local authorities. 
 

Council notes that LPP2 allocates 1200 homes at Dalton 
Barracks, for Oxford’s unmet need. Dalton Barracks and the 
neighbouring village of Shippon are to be removed from the 

Green Belt for future housing development.  
 
Council notes that para 137 of the NPPF requires Green 

Belt boundaries to only be modified under exceptional 
circumstances. The inspector for Vale LPP2 says (in para 
29) that the housing required for Oxford’s unmet need must 

be close to Oxford, and much of it is to be social rented 
housing. The inspector says (in para 55) that the number of 
houses to meet Oxford’s unmet need, and the fact that they 

must be near Oxford, demonstrates there are exceptional 
circumstances to justify the removal of Dalton Barracks and 
Shippon from the Green Belt.   

 
Council notes that CPRE wrote to the planning Inspectorate 
in May 2019 to object to the order in which Oxfordshire’s 

Local Plans are being examined, citing rules in NPPF 
 
It is this council’s opinion that in order for Vale’s Local Plan 

to be sound, the exact, evidenced number of houses that 
Oxford requires in order to meet its real need should be 

The Leader of the Council will 

write to the Secretary of State, Ed 
Vaizey and Layla Moran 
regarding Local Plan Part 2 and 

Oxford's unmet need 

Letters Sent and relevant officers advised 

and updated via team meetings and one 
to ones, to ensure that engagement with 
partners reflects this position. LPP2 was 

adopted in October 2019. 

Head of 

Planning/ Head 
of Policy & 
Programmes  

Closed  
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determined before Vale includes them in Vale’s Local Plan 

Part 2. Oxford’s assessment of its housing need must 
include evidence that Oxford City has done all it can to 
accommodate its own need, including evidence that the use 

of land for employment sites over housing sites is justified 
and lawful. There must be a public examination of the 
Oxford City Local Plan to definitely identify the unmet need 

(if any) to precede any adoption of neighbouring authorities’ 
Local Plans to accommodate it. Until this is done, there are 
no exceptional circumstances to allow removal of Dalton 

Barracks and Shippon from the Green Belt. 
 
Council therefore requests the Leader of the council to write 
to the Minister for Housing, Communities and Local 

Government to:  
 
a. Let the Minister know that Vale is assessing its options 

with regard to the Local Plan Part 2 and of council’s opinion 
as stated.  
b. Point out that in Oxfordshire the various Local Plans are 

not independent of each other. That fact should have been 
considered in the examination process by ensuring Local 
Plans that are part of another authority’s evidence, as is 

Oxford City’s Local Plan, are examined first. Current 
examination procedures are deficient.  
c. Point out that the Duty to Cooperate should include 

Oxford City’s duty to have a clear evidenced housing target 
before asking its neighbours to help meet its need. This 
Duty to Cooperate should run both ways. 

d. Ask for the Minister’s advice about how we should 
‘confirm or adjust’ our Local Plan Part 2 once Oxford’s 
unmet need is established, if our local plan is already 

adopted.  
e. Ask the Minister to explain to us how this Local Plan Part 
2 can be considered sound and legal when the housing 

figures used are based solely on a ‘working assumption’ of 
Oxford’s unmet need, the Plan allocates housing 
development in the Green Belt in clear contravention of 

para 137 of the NPPF, and the Plan removes Dalton 
Barracks and Shippon from the Green Belt without the 
exceptional circumstances that the regulations require. 

 
And to write to our two local Members of Parliament, 
explaining the situation and asking them for their support. 

Vale M3 17th July 2019 

Council resolves to remove the current ‘vision’ of the council 
“taking care of your interests throughout the Vale with 
Enterprise, Energy and Efficiency” and develop a new vision 

statement that better reflects this council’s priorities as part 
of the work on our new corporate plan. 

  A new vision statement has been created 
by Cabinet as part of the Corporate Plan 
2020-24 development and will be 

communicated as part of that process.  
Officers advised and updated via team 
meetings and one to ones of the removal 

of the previous vision. 

Head of Policy & 
Programmes  

Closed 

Vale M4 9th October 2019 

Council notes that a hierarchy of organisations has grown 

up which influence regional development, some more 
accountable than others. These are collectively making 
increasing incursions into the decision-making abilities of 

elected local councils and placing significant growth 
demands on our districts.  
   

All relevant officers advised and updated 

via team meetings and one to ones, to 
ensure that engagement with partners 
reflects this position. 

 
Position incorporated into recent 
consultation on the Oxford-Cambridge 

Deputy Chief 

Executive 
Partnerships  

Closed 
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These organisations or bodies include:  

• England’s Economic Heartland  
• The Oxford-Cambridge Arc Region 
• The Oxfordshire Growth Board (and associated 

Oxfordshire 2050 Joint Statutory Spatial Plan)  
• OxLEP (and the Local Industrial Strategy)  
 

Council notes that officers and members attend meetings 
related to these bodies, and welcomes the opportunity for 
regional collaboration, as many of us share the same 

concerns, but wishes to update its formal position to assist 
those representing our district.  
 
This Council believes that development within our district 

must balance the needs of people and their communities, 
the environment and the local economy. Specifically, it 
should contribute to this Council’s (and the Government’s) 

commitment to carbon neutrality. 
 
It should be based on genuine consultation and 

demonstrable public support.  
 
It should ensure that infrastructure, both strategic and local, 

is in place to support development, with the aim of building 
communities, not just houses.  
 

This Council supports the following approaches in relation 
to regional economic growth:  
1. Planned development should demonstrate how it will help 

our economy move towards its zero-carbon target 
2. Housing targets should be based on an up-to-date 
objective assessment of need  

3. Planned housing should reflect the needs of the local 
community, offering a range of sizes and tenures including 
genuinely affordable housing to buy, and rent at affordable 

and social rates 
4. Housing developments should be sited near to existing or 
proposed public, mass and active transport facilities, not 

based on ever increasing road traffic  
5. Seek greater developer contributions to expand rail 
capacity and bus services and cycle paths 

6. All housebuilding and other development should meet 
zero-carbon standards or better.  
7. Strategic planning should reduce the need to travel by 

building homes near to employment sites 
8. The priority for transport investment should be in the rail 
network (e.g. an electrified East-West rail, electrification of 

the Didcot-Oxford line, re-opening of Grove Station), 
improved bus (and similar) services, and substantial 
investment in ‘active travel’ – including cycle and pedestrian 

infrastructure - within and between settlements 
9. Opposition to the proposed Oxford-Cambridge 
Expressway 

10. Increasing biodiversity, protecting landscapes, capturing 
carbon naturally and increasing access for residents to 
green spaces 

11. Genuine consultation with the public on the rate of 
growth and housing development to produce plans that 

Arc Spatial Framework during October 

2021.  
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carry genuine public support 

12. Genuine democratic accountability and scrutiny for any 
plans or strategies that come forward (i.e. we do not support 
basing spatial planning solely on the Local Industrial 

Strategy which faced no democratic scrutiny.)  
13. Spatial planning decisions to be informed by strong 
evidence   

14. Flexibility in plans and strategies in order to take 
account of changing circumstances and public opinion 
 

This Council is positive about working with other 
Oxfordshire authorities, regional colleagues and the 
Government to deliver growth where it is sustainable, and to 
provide housing that meets residents’ needs. Strategies and 

plans to achieve this should be based on the above 
positions. 

Vale M5 9th October 2019 

The Vale of White Horse District Council welcomes the 
progress made on climate change in as much as 
Environmental, Social and Governance issues are now 

recognised as a risk to the Oxfordshire Local Government 
Pension Scheme.  However, it would now like matters to be 
taken further. 

 
Council requests that the Leader writes to the Chair of the 
Oxfordshire Pensions Committee asking them to consider 

as part of its new investment strategy for the Brunel 
Partnership investing in a passive low carbon fund, now that 
one is available, and that generates similar financial returns 

to the wider investment market. 

Letter from the Leader of the 
Council to the Oxfordshire 
Pension Fund 

Letter sent and relevant officers who 
engage with the Pension Fund briefed. 

Head of Finance  Closed 

Vale M6 9th October 2019 

Council notes that Non-UK EU nationals are part of our 
shared communities. They are our husbands, wives, 

parents, friends and colleagues. They are an integral part of 
our vibrant and thriving district and local economy.  
 

Since 2016 EU nationals were promised again and again 
that "there will be no change for EU citizens already lawfully 
resident in the UK and […] will be treated no less favourably 

as they are at present”. After three years of living in limbo, 
their homes and livelihoods are yet again being threatened 
by the further uncertainty brought about by the prospect of a 

chaotic no-deal Brexit.  
 
Council recognises that some businesses in the Vale report 

that the uncertainty around Brexit is making it harder for 
them to recruit and retain staff who are non-UK EU 
nationals. 

 
Council notes that much work has been undertaken, and 
significant cost to the public purse, by this council and other 

public bodies to ensure it can maintain access to key 
services, should Brexit happen. 
 

But, according to the Home Office’s June statistics, only a 
third of non-UK EU nationals had applied for Settled Status 
and many of them had been granted the inferior Pre-

Settled. There is no way of knowing exactly how many EU 
nationals need to apply, leaving vulnerable non-UK EU 
nationals at risk of becoming unlawful residents. Lack of 

Report to the Leader of the 
Council 

 
Letter to the Secretary of State 

An open letter from the Leader of the 
Council to EU residents was published on 

the Vale of White Horse website and sent 
to all EU citizens in the district giving 
them advice on how to apply for settled 

status. There were 2662 letters sent. 
 
An officer group is in place to monitor 

Brexit activity and discuss any additional 
mitigating actions 
that may arise from service area risk 

registers. 
 
There is a dedicated website page for the 

EU Settlement Scheme - 
http://www.whitehorsedc.gov.uk/services-
and-advice/community-advice-and-

support/brexit- 
%E2%80%93-advice-residents/brexit-
adviceeu-national 

 
Promotional materials were displayed 
within reception area, signposting to local 

ID verification 
services and national guidance for EU 
citizens. 

 
A briefing note was circulated to 
members In January 2020 to provide an 

Head of Policy & 
Programmes  

Closed 
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clarity regarding differentiating between EU citizens arriving 

before and after the UK’s exit from the EU could lead to 
discrimination in the labour market and may prevent many 
from accessing the services that they are entitled to.  

 
Therefore, Council asks that:  
1. Officers prepare a report to the Leader (to be shared with 

all members) on what more the Council may be able to do 
to mitigate adverse impacts on the rights of non-UK EU 
nationals (including but not limited to, informing landlords 

and employers about immigration status and therefore avoid 
potential discrimination against non-UK EU nationals)  
2. The Leader of the Council writes to the Home Secretary 
to ask that the current European Settlement Scheme is 

clarified by:  
a. Providing a clear deadline for application to the EUSS in 
case of no-deal exit from the EU  

b. Providing physical proof of settled status that can be 
used to access services 
c. Confirming that there will be no changes to the rights of 

settled non-UK EU citizens that they currently have by 
ratifying the Immigration Bill as primary legislation before 
the exit day 

overview of both 

national, Oxfordshire and council Brexit 
activity.  

Vale M7 9th October 2019 

Council notes that the re-routing arrangements for 
scheduled closures of the A34 in southern Oxfordshire are 

creating a totally intolerable blight on the lives of many of 
the residents of Wantage, Charlton Ward and further afield. 
These closures, which typically operate between 10pm and 

6am, re-route traffic on to the A338 and the A417. In the 3 
months to the end of October 2019 closures will have 
occurred on 25 occasions. Council further notes that the 

consequence of these arrangements is to divert very high 
volumes of traffic, much of it heavy commercial, from a 
Designated Primary Route to minor roads, occasionally 

single lane, not considered suitable for heavy traffic in built 
up residential areas. Residents of impacted houses report 
that this creates intolerable noise, sleep deprivation and 

vibration and structural damage to properties, as many of 
their homes are only a matter of feet away from the 
highway. Council is also aware that the diversions create 
significant road safety issues, and that damage has 

occurred to Infrastructure and other vehicles.  
 
Council is aware that alternatives exist, including re-routing 

via a designated Primary Route or introducing a contraflow 
system on the A34 itself. Furthermore, Council is concerned 
that any future re-routing scheme may be ineffective due to 

increased use of satellite navigation systems which could 
risk the use of rat runs. 
 

Therefore, Council requests that the Scrutiny Committee 
consider including this matter in their work programme, 
noting that Scrutiny has the power to invite parties such as 

Highways England, OCC, Thames Valley Police, Kier Group 
plc and Wantage Traffic Diversion Group to attend any such 
meeting.   

Scrutiny Committee should 
consider adding this matter to its 

work programme. 

Scrutiny Committee has added this issue 
to their work programme 

Head of 
Planning/ Head 

of Policy & 
Programmes  

Closed 

Vale M8 
18th December 
2019 

In the context of the Climate Emergency, this Council 
welcomes the Government’s review of fracking and its 

Council commits to exploring 
planning policies which positively 

Relevant officers advised and updated via 
team meetings and one to ones, to 

Head of 
Planning/ Head 

Open  
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potential environmental impacts. Council urges Government 

to move towards a position of banning fracking altogether. 
Quite apart from the many environmental concerns, 
developing yet one more carbon-based fuel flies in the face 

of our ambition to strive for carbon neutrality. 
  
Council notes that onshore wind is the lowest cost low-

carbon technology currently available, yet the Westmill 
Wind Farm at Watchfield remains the only onshore wind 
farm in the whole of the Vale of White Horse. This situation 

is being exacerbated by the Government making their 
‘Contracts for Difference’ funding available for offshore wind 
farms but excluding onshore. 
  

Council notes that, while Government has looked on solar 
energy production more favourably, there remains huge 
untapped potential within the Vale to generate energy 

though Solar PV. 
  
Council therefore commits to exploring planning policies 

which positively encourage all renewable sources of energy 
including onshore wind farms as part of the next Vale Local 
Plan and Oxfordshire Plan 2050. 

encourage all renewable sources 

of energy including onshore wind 
farms as part of the next Vale 
Local Plan and Oxfordshire Plan 

2050 

ensure that engagement with partners 

reflects this position and Cabinet Member 
for Planning Corporate Services and 
Transformation retains a focus on this in 

their regular meetings with officers – as 
do our Economic Development Team in 
discussions with OxLEP and others. 

Officers involved with the Oxfordshire 
Plan 2050 and Joint Local Plan 
workstream lead officers were also 

advised. 

of Policy & 

Programmes  

Vale M9 
18th December 
2019 

Council notes the International Holocaust Remembrance 
Alliance (IHRA) definition of antisemitism is the most widely 

accepted and recognized definition of anti-Jewish racism. It 
states that: Antisemitism is a certain perception of Jews, 
which may be expressed as hatred toward Jews. Rhetorical 

and physical manifestations of antisemitism are directed 
toward Jewish or non-Jewish individuals and/or their 
property, toward Jewish community institutions and religious 

facilities. 
Council notes the All Party Parliamentary Group on British 
Muslims (APPG) definition of Islamophobia: Islamophobia is 

rooted in racism and is a type of racism that targets 
expressions of Muslimness or perceived Muslimness. 
Council notes that by using these definitions it helps 

understand, identify, and tackle antisemitism and 
Islamophobia. 
Council holds the right to freedom of speech and freedom of 
religion are fundamental but freedom of speech is not 

freedom to demonise, scapegoat and discriminate. 
Council resolves to : 
-          condemn all hate crimes and deplores the rise in 

hate crimes against members of the Jewish and Muslim 
communities in Britain   
-          condemn all inflammatory rhetoric in political 

discourse: including antisemitic and Islamophobic tropes 
used by politicians and public servants. 
-          adopt the IHRA definition of antisemitism in full and 

without amendment 
-          adopt the APPG definition of Islamophobia in full and 
without amendment. 

-          ask officers to update this council’s equality policies 
to this effect 

Adopt the IHRA definition of 
antisemitism in full and without 

amendment 
 
Adopt the APPG definition of 

Islamophobia in full and without 
amendment. 
 

Ask officers to update this 
council’s equality policies to this 
effect 

Motion forwarded to the Council's 
Equality Officer. 

 
Council policies updated. 

Head of 
Corporate 

Services  

Closed  

Vale M10 
18th December 
2019 

Council: 
1.    Believes that young people should be allowed a say 
over their future. 

That the Leader write to relevant 
Ministers and local MPs: 
expressing this Council’s support 

Letters sent and relevant officers advised 
and updated via team meetings and one 

Head of Legal & 
Democratic 
Services  

Open  
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2.    Recognises that 16- and 17-year-olds are 

knowledgeable and passionate about the world in which 
they live and are as capable of engaging in the democratic 
system as any other citizen. 

3.    Notes that there is currently an unequal situation across 
the United Kingdom, with 16- and 17-year-olds having 
voting rights in Scotland and Wales that are not available to 

them in England and Northern Ireland. 
4.    Supports the need for greater engagement with young 
people, leading to greater involvement of young people in 

the decisions that affect their community. 
5.    Believes that lowering the voting age to 16, combined 
with strong citizenship education, would empower young 
people to better engage in society and influence decisions 

that will define their future. 
6.    Believes that people aged 16 and 17, who can consent 
to medical treatment, work full-time, pay taxes, get married 

or enter a civil partnership and join the armed forces, should 
also have the right to vote. 
7.    Recognises and supports the ongoing ‘Votes at 16’ 

campaign by the British Youth Council, the UK Youth 
Parliament and other youth organisations, supported by 
thousands of young people across the UK. 

8.    Calls for 16- and 17-year-olds to have the right in all 
elections and referendums across the UK. 
Council therefore: 

-          Requests that the Leader write to relevant Ministers 
and local MPs: expressing this Council’s support for the 
Votes at 16 campaign; calling for the extension of the 

franchise to 16- and 17-year olds in all elections and 
referendums across the UK; 
-          and asks the ERO/ RO to consider participating in 

any pilot scheme.  

for the Votes at 16 campaign; 

calling for the extension of the 
franchise to 16- and 17-year-olds 
in all elections and referendums 

across the UK 
 
Asks the ERO/ RO to consider 

participating in any pilot scheme 

to ones, to ensure that engagement with 

partners reflects this position. 

Vale M11 
18th December 
2019 

Council notes: 

- that confidence and trust in both Parliament, the UK’s 
democratic system and politicians has been falling for some 
time. 

- that the House of Commons and council chambers have 
long been unrepresentative of the votes cast by the 
electorate of the United Kingdom. 
- that the UK’s First Past the Post voting system curtails 

voter choice, makes millions of votes ineffective, and leaves 
millions feeling unrepresented. 
  

Council believes: 
- that these factors have contributed to dangerous levels of 
distrust and disillusionment with our democratic process 

- that democracy is distorted and failed by the fact that, due 
to this system, barely half of voters now feel able to cast 
their vote for their preferred candidate or Party. 

- that it is essential that faith is restored in our democratic 
system and that the public see Parliament as fairly reflecting 
their views. 

- that our First Past the Post voting system is a significant 
barrier to restoring this faith and all but guarantees that the 
balance of opinion among the electorate is not reflected in 

Parliament and our council chambers. 
- that a system of Proportional Representation in which 

That the leader writes to the 

relevant government minister and 
our two local MPs setting out our 
position and requesting that all 

elections be run using a form of 
Proportional Representation in 
which all votes count equally and 
seats match votes. 

Letters sent and relevant officers advised 

and updated via team meetings and one 
to ones of the Councils position. 

Head of Legal & 

Democratic 
Services  

Closed 
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seats match votes at all levels, including councils, and in 

which all votes count equally, would help to rebuild public 
trust by ensuring that political views are represented. 
  

Therefore: 
Council requests that the leader write to the relevant 
government minister and our two local MPs setting out our 

position and requesting that all elections be run using a 
form of Proportional Representation in which all votes count 
equally and seats match votes. 

Vale M12 
18th December 

2019 

"In March 2017 this council voted to support ‘Better 
Oxfordshire’; a proposal to create a unitary authority.  
  

The unitary authority outlined in the ‘Better Oxfordshire’ 
submission was for a single authority based on the current 
County Council boundary. Oxfordshire County Council and 

South Oxfordshire District Council also took formal 
decisions to support the submission of this proposal.  
  

The proposal was sent to the Secretary of State for 
approval; however, no further action has been taken. The 
proposal was submitted under legislative provisions 

containing a sunset clause, which expired in March 2019, 
meaning that at this time the proposal is not under active 
consideration. 

  
However, over the past six months, Robert Jenrick MP, in 
his role as Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and 

Local Government, has spoken publicly about an approach 
that could mean the end of smaller District Councils. He has 
also committed to a new push for devolution and raised the 

potential for further local government reorganisation. 
Additionally, these themes feature in all the main political 
parties’ General Election manifestos.   

  
In light of the above, with a new Council administration, and 
the significant financial uncertainty this council faces due to 

the delayed spending review, Council now wishes to clarify 
its position in relation to local governance models for 
Oxfordshire. 
  

Council therefore confirms that it: 
•         Recognises that much of the financial and economic 
data and analysis that underpinned the ‘Better Oxfordshire’ 

submission is now out of date;  
•         Remains open to considering a new unitary proposal 
in principle, assuming it is able to secure appropriate local 

public support. A new unitary proposal may be based on a 
whole Oxfordshire basis as with the original unitary proposal 
or may differ, i.e., comprising different boundaries better 

representing local communities; and  
•         Restates its opposition to a “combined authority” 
based on the Oxfordshire County boundary or a Mayoral 

lead authority model of devolution.  
  
Council asks officers to ensure that any future unitary 

proposal impacting the Vale of White Horse: 
  

Officers make contact with the 
MHCLG to explore the approach 
the new Secretary of State will 

take to any proposals for unitary 
based reorganisation 
 

A report on this matter is brought 
to full council, by the Chief 
Executive and Leader, outlining 

their understanding of the new 
Government’s intentions by 
Summer 2020 

 
Officers bring forward proposals 
for the Vale of White Horse to 

consider a formal merger with 
South Oxfordshire District 
Council, with the same total 

number of District Councillors, 
creating a single district council 
based on their combined 

geography with increased 
financial resilience.  

An SMT briefing paper was reviewed on 5 
December 2019. It outlined the process 
and considerations for a merger proposal 

and provided some case studies from 
other Councils.  MHCLG officials indicate 
that these criteria may change in the 

forthcoming White Paper.  
 
Visits to East Suffolk and Babergh and 

Mid Suffolk Councils were also made by 
the Acting Deputy Chief Executive – 
Partnerships, in January 2020 to discuss 

experiences of merging and attempting to 
merge.   
 

MHCLG officials have been contacted 
and a meeting between all Oxfordshire 
Leaders, CEs and officials held.   

 
A joint letter is to be sent by all 
Oxfordshire Leaders and OxLEP Chair to 

the SoSs MHCLG and BEIS requesting a 
meeting regarding options that may be 
possible within the forthcoming Local 

Recovery and Devolution White Paper. 
 
Outside of this process, MHCLG officials 

advise that individual requests or 
suggestions for structural change will not 
be considered at this time.   
 

A paper and report will be brought 
forward as soon as possible following any 
meeting that is held with the SoS or MoS 

and/or once the Local Recovery and 
Devolution White Paper is published, 
whichever is the sooner.   

 
Relevant officers are briefed on the 
Councils position and are engaging with 

partners and Government to make them 
aware of Vale’s views regarding some of 
the outcomes any Unitary proposal 

should achieve. 

Chief Executive  Open  
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•         addresses the significant financial challenge faced by 

local government, as evidenced within in our Medium Term 
Financial Plan and those of other Oxfordshire Councils;  
•         reflects a logical geography,  

•         delivers increased value for money; and  
•         creates a Council of an appropriate size, that can 
think and act strategically whilst ensuring meaningful 

decision making is brought closer to communities 
  
Council requests that: 

  
•         officers make contact with the MHCLG to explore the 
approach the new Secretary of State will take to any 
proposals for unitary based reorganisation; 

•         a report on this matter is brought to full council, by the 
Chief Executive and Leader, outlining their understanding of 
the new Government’s intentions by Summer 2020; and 

•         officers bring forward proposals for the Vale of White 
Horse to consider a formal merger with South Oxfordshire 
District Council, with the same total number of District 

Councillors, creating a single district council based on their 
combined geography with increased financial resilience.  

Vale M13 12th February 2020 

Council notes the risks associated with modern life are 
significantly different from those of 1847 when the Town 
Police Clauses Act was passed, and even from those of the 

1970s when the Local Government (Miscellaneous 
Provisions) Act 1976 came into force. Clearly, the legislation 
has not kept pace with developments, in particular with the 

way we use technology, apps, and mobile phones. It is 
difficult to facilitate a regulatory system when the legislation 
is based on the use of horse-drawn carriages and landline 

phones. 
 
There is also a lack of consistency across the legislation. 

For example, the law requires a person who takes bookings 
for private hire vehicles to be licensed but there is no similar 
requirement for someone who does the same for hackney 

carriages. This lack, apart from the potential for sensitive 
personal information to fall into the wrong hands, can make 
it very difficult to investigate allegations of improper conduct 
by drivers of hackney carriages. This could undermine 

public confidence in the licensing regime. In addition, it 
provides a mechanism for private hire operators who have 
lost their licence to continue in business. They simply move 

to only “operating” hackney carriages, and no controls can 
be placed on them at all.  
 

Examples of recent local issues include hackney carriage 
‘operators’ who have pressured drivers to work excessively 
long hours with no proper breaks, and those who do not 

maintain their vehicles properly and continually present 
vehicles to testing stations which fail the test. The overriding 
aim of any licensing authority when carrying out its functions 

relating to the licensing of hackney or private hire drivers, 
vehicle proprietors, and operators is the protection of the 
public.  

 
The Oxfordshire district councils and the county council 

Letters from Leader of Council to 
Secretary of State and local MPs. 

Letters sent and relevant officers advised 
and updated via team meetings and one 
to ones, to ensure that engagement with 

partners reflects this position. 

Head of 
Housing & 
Environment  
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share information under a Joint Operating Framework, and 

there is a national register of revoked and refused licences 
operated by the National Anti-Fraud Network. However, this 
does not address situations where drivers have allowed 

their licence to lapse pending enforcement action at one 
local authority and apply to another authority without 
declaring that enforcement action or the previous licences 

held. Local authority prosecutions are not currently detailed 
on enhanced DBS disclosures and there are recent local 
examples of the councils only finding out about such 

prosecutions by chance and after the licence has been 
granted. 
 
Council therefore requests that the Leader of the council 

write to the district’s two Members of Parliament and to the 
Minister for Transport to request that the following action be 
taken:  

 
1. The Government should move forward without delay on 
the three key measures recommended to achieve a safe 

service for passengers in the Taxi and Private Hire Vehicle 
Licensing Task and Finish Group report, namely:  
 

- The introduction of a national taxi licensing database; 
- Some form of cross border enforcement for local 
authorities; 

- National minimum standards for licenses. 
2. The Government should provide an update in respect of 
how they propose to deal with cross-border working;  

 
3. The Government should legislate to require any person 
taking bookings for more than one vehicle to be licensed as 

an operator, with national standards for the information 
recorded by licensed operators in respect of bookings”. 

Vale M14 15th July 2020 

Council notes that when a councillor is asked a question or 
a follow up, the constitution states that the response should 
be published within five days. It is only right that all 

communications from ministers or government departments 
that either thank officers and councillors for their hard work 
on behalf of residents or bring up any shortcomings or 
failures of the council are published in a similar way. This 

seems only fair to our residents and would help us further 
abide to the principles of Objectivity, Accountability and 
Openness that The Nolan Principles demand.  

 
Therefore, Council requests that all future official central 
government correspondence to and from the Vale of White 

Horse District Council is published within five working days 
so that there is openness and transparency in how central 
government correspondence influences decisions we make 

for our residents and that any embargoed or confidential 
correspondence is circulated to councillors in the same 
timeframe.  

All future official central 
government correspondence to 
and from Vale of White Horse 

District Council is published 
within five working days (any 
embargoed or confidential 
correspondence is circulated to 

councillors in the same time 
frame) 

Correspondence to/from HM Government 
is being added to the website on the 
official correspondence page.  

Head of 
Corporate 
Services  

Closed  

Vale M15 15th July 2020 

That this Council recognises the excellent work of all local 
government staff across Oxfordshire during the COVID-19 

crisis. Councils have worked together in difficult times, 
showing that organisational barriers to joint working can be 
overcome. 

The Leader of the Council should 
continue working with other 

Oxfordshire Council leaders and 
OxLEP on the issue of local 
government reorganisation. A 

The delay of the White Paper means that 
there is no clear, formal direction on HM 

Government’s intentions regarding local 
government reform and devolution. This, 
therefore, will inhibit activities relating to 

Chief Executive  Open  
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All Councils have gone the extra mile in delivering services 
to our residents that prioritise the most vulnerable. This has 
inevitably incurred additional costs. 

 
This Council acknowledges the failure of additional 
Government funding to date to fully compensate for 

financial losses. We have a duty to respond to the national 
financial challenge ahead and to be open with residents. 
 

All councils across Oxfordshire are now considering how 
they can balance budgets and protect frontline services. No 
Councillor nor party wants to see drastic cuts to vital 
Council services, but in some cases this may be inevitable. 

 
Further to the motion passed at the December 2019 Council 
meeting, Council calls on the Leader to continue working 

with other Oxfordshire Council Leaders and OxLEP and 
start a conversation with residents and other stakeholders 
to consider possible options for a Unitary Authority or 

unitary authorities for Oxfordshire should the government 
bring forward the expected white paper on Recovery and 
Devolution later this year or the financial position of one or 

more council make this essential.   Our priorities in any new 
structure would include; safeguarding and improving local 
services, moving decision making closer to residents, 

simplicity for residents, increased democratic accountability 
for elected members, greater transparency, and positive 
impact on the climate emergency.  

conversation should be started 

with residents and other 
stakeholders to consider possible 
options for a Unitary Authority or 

unitary authorities for Oxfordshire 
should the government bring 
forward the expected white paper 

on Recovery and Devolution later 
this year or the financial position 
of one or more council make this 

essential. Any reorganisation 
should take account of Vale's 
priorities: safeguarding and 
improving local services, moving 

decision making closer to 
residents, simplicity for residents, 
increased democratic 

accountability for elected 
members, greater transparency, 
and positive impact on the 

climate emergency.  

this motion. Conversations about the 

future of local government in Oxfordshire 
have, nevertheless, been held with other 
council leaders and OxLEP. 

Vale M16 15th July 2020 

That this Council notes that the latest data show the number 
of COVID 19 deaths per 1,000 Care Home beds in the Vale 

of White Horse to be almost twice that of the average of 
local authorities across the UK.* This picture is reflected 
across the majority of Oxfordshire’s District Councils. 

 
We also note that the County’s rate of COVID 19 infection 
to be close to the average of local authorities, so the 

anomaly highlighted above is not explained by a higher 
general infection rate. We further note Oxfordshire is listed 
as the 6th worst Local Authority in England for the 
percentage of care homes which have experienced an 

outbreak of COVID 19 with 73% of all care homes 
affected.** 
 

As the first serious phase of the pandemic recedes, we owe 
it to all those who have died, their relatives and all those 
that have worked hard throughout the pandemic to 

determine the reasons for these significant anomalies. 
 
Council therefore asks the Leader of the council to request 

the Chair of the Joint Health and Overview Scrutiny 
Committee of Oxfordshire County Council to convene a 
meeting with the aim of setting up a rapid and transparent 

Task Force to analyse and ascertain the reasons for the 
observed excess deaths and infection rates in Oxfordshire’s 
care homes during the previous three months. Such a 

review would allow lessons to be learnt and 
recommendations to be made to reduce both future COVID 

The leader of the Council 
requests that the Chair of the 

Joint Health and Overview 
Scrutiny Committee of 
Oxfordshire County Council to 

convene a meeting with the aim 
of setting up a rapid and 
transparent Task Force to 

analyse and ascertain the 
reasons for the observed excess 
deaths and infection rates in 
Oxfordshire’s care homes during 

the previous three months.  

An initial letter was sent to the Chair of 
the Joint Health and Overview Scrutiny 

Committee – a follow-up was sent in 
October – this second missive was 
copied: to Chief Executive South 

Oxfordshire and Vale of White Horse, 
Director of Public Health, Chief Executive 
Oxfordshire County Council, Health 

Overview and Scrutiny Committee 
Support Officer, Chief Executive Oxford 
University Hospitals NHS Trust, 
Corporate Director Adults and Housing 

Services (Oxfordshire County Council)  
 
A letter was sent in October 2021 to Cllr 

Jane Hanna to welcome her to her new 
role as Chair of HOSC. This letter also set 
out that the Vale have yet to receive a 

response to previous correspondence.  

Head of Policy & 
Programmes  

Open  
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19 infections and subsequent deaths, as well as the 

additional pressure this puts on local public services and the 
economy. 

Vale M17 15th July 2020 

That this Council notes that: 

• The Council has declared a Climate Emergency and set a 
goal to achieve a carbon-neutral District by 2045. 
• Towns in this District suffer from traffic congestion and, 

consequently, poor air quality. 
• Low levels of physical inactivity contribute to poor health 
outcomes for many residents in this District. 

• All three of the above challenges can be addressed, in 
part, by encouraging more residents to use active travel 
more often. 

• During the recent COVID-19 lock-down, levels of active 
travel increased significantly with some bicycle retailers 
seeing nearly 200% increase in sales (1) and air pollution 

fell by 60% in some places. Many residents remarked how 
pleasant it was. 
• As we come out of lock-down, however, the situation may 

revert to status quo unless bold an ambitious action is taken 
towards a new normal. 
• There is a groundswell of public enthusiasm for creating a 

new and different normal and an available resource in 
volunteer groups willing become involved.  
• New developments, such as Didcot Garden Town, present 

ideal opportunities to incorporate and showcase a new 
normal for active travel networks.     
• While people usually adopt active travel for recreational 

purposes, the primary goal is to reduce car usage in day-to-
day activities. Active travel networks need, therefore, to be 
coherent, direct, safe, comfortable and attractive connectors 

between: 
o Oxford and surrounding towns and villages as proposed in 
the Oxfordshire Greenways Project, 

o Towns and villages themselves, 
o Towns and villages and the Science Parks as in the 
Science Vale Cycling Network, and 

o Residential areas and places of employment and retail 
within towns as proposed in Local Cycling an Infrastructure 
Plans (LCWIPs) 
While not strictly a form of active travel, this Council 

recognises the benefits of e-scooters and includes them 
under a broader definition of active travel that also includes 
e-bikes.  

 
This Council therefore: 
1. calls upon the Cabinet to: 

i. Include policies to enhance active travel outcomes across 
the district as part of the new Vale Local Plan and more 
urgently as part of the Design Guide.  

ii. Include active travel as part of the proposed new Active 
Communities Strategy. 
iii. Actively engage with the County’s consultations on their 

emerging Local Transport and Connectivity Plan to ensure 
the County are better aware of this Council priorities.  
2. calls upon the Leader of the Vale to write a letter to 

Leader of County Council, Cabinet Member for the 
Environment and the Walking and Cycling Champion asking 

The Cabinet: 

Include policies to enhance active 
travel outcomes across the 
district as part of the new Vale 

Local Plan and more urgently as 
part of the Design Guide. 
ii. Include active travel as part of 

the proposed new Active 
Communities Strategy 
iii. Actively engage with the 

County’s consultations on their 
emerging Local Transport and 
Connectivity Plan to ensure the 

County are better aware of this 
Council priorities.  
 

The Leader of the Council writes 
to the Leader of County Council, 
Cabinet Member for the 

Environment and the Walking 
and Cycling Champion asking 
them to: 

a. Prioritise quality control of all 
active travel infrastructure in 
accordance with the Oxfordshire 

Cycling Design Standards, 
ensuring all proposals are 
audited for safety and 

encouragement of active travel. 
b. Review their Parking 
Standards considering the risks 

poor car parking poses to people 
on cycles and pedestrians. 
c. Establish systems for the 

County to work with Town and 
Parish Councils to identify CIL 
funding that could be used to 
enhance cycle ways and 

footpaths that link with new 
routes within new housing 
development 

d. Continue to resource the work 
on the Science Vale cycle 
network and expand this work 

planning cycle networks within 
the designated Science Vale area 
across the Vale of White Horse 

District. 
e. Continue to resource the 
Oxfordshire Greenways project. 

f. Expedite the development of 
Local Cycling and Walking 
Infrastructure Plans (LCWIPs) for 

all towns and parishes in the Vale 
District, engaging with local 

Letters were sent to the Leader of County 

Council, Cabinet Member for the 
Environment and the Walking and Cycling 
Champion on the promotion of Active 

Travel. 
 
Policies are being designed to enhance 

active travel being included as part the 
new Design Guide. 
 

Active travel will also be included as part 
of the proposed Active Communities 
Strategy 

 
Joint Local Plan workstream lead officers 
advised 

Head of 
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them to: 

a. Prioritise quality control of all active travel infrastructure in 
accordance with the Oxfordshire Cycling Design Standards, 
ensuring all proposals are audited for safety and 

encouragement of active travel. 
b. Review their Parking Standards considering the risks 
poor car parking poses to people on cycles and 

pedestrians. 
c. Establish systems for the County to work with Town and 
Parish Councils to identify CIL funding that could be used to 

enhance cycle ways and footpaths that link with new routes 
within new housing development 
d. Continue to resource the work on the Science Vale cycle 
network and expand this work planning cycle networks 

within the designated Science Vale area across the Vale of 
White Horse District. 
e. Continue to resource the Oxfordshire Greenways project. 

f. Expedite the development of Local Cycling and Walking 
Infrastructure Plans (LCWIPs) for all towns and parishes in 
the Vale District, engaging with local cycling and walking 

group volunteers to undertake the preliminary groundwork. 
g. Work with our towns and parishes to identify local needs 
in addition to sources of funding to implement their LCWIPs. 

h. Fast-track bold and ambitious measures in our towns and 
parishes to make social distancing possible at pinch-points 
and consider these measures permanent rather than 

temporary. 

cycling and walking group 

volunteers to undertake the 
preliminary groundwork. 
g. Work with our towns and 

parishes to identify local needs in 
addition to sources of funding to 
implement their LCWIPs. 

h. Fast-track bold and ambitious 
measures in our towns and 
parishes to make social 

distancing possible at pinch-
points and consider these 
measures permanent rather than 
temporary. 

Vale M18 15th July 2020 

That Council notes that since early March the Covid-19 

pandemic has had an unprecedented impact on our district 
and the country. At least 120 have lost their lives. Many 
have been seriously ill and are still fighting the virus. 

 
Local businesses have and will continue to suffer the 
economic impact of this pandemic and young people have 

had disruption to their education and employment prospects 
damaged by the resulting lockdown. 
 

Council recognises the huge effort of our officers during the 
period. Adjusting to working remotely, volunteering to go 
beyond the day to job to help support shielded people and 
those isolating and working long hours to keep vital council 

services running.  Council also recognises the quick 
establishment of new ways of working with community 
groups and responding incredibly quickly to the demands 

made of us as part of the Thame Valley Local Resilience 
Forum operation to protect the NHS. 
 

Council thanks and recognises the huge response from 
every town, village and hamlet to put in place an 
infrastructure to help.  It is the feet on the street and the 

community effort that has truly helped look after all 
elements of the community across the Vale. 
 

Council thanks every officer for the heroic part they have 
played, and will continue to play, helping residents in need 
of support through this dangerous and uncertain time.     

 Thanks passed to officers  Chief Executive  Closed 

Vale M19 7th October 2020 
“This Council notes: 
 

This Council resolves to: 
1.  Take part in the consultation 

Vale of White Horse submitted a detailed 
response to the proposed consultation - 

Head of 
Planning/ Head 
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The publication by Government of the White Paper, 

‘Planning for the Future’ on 6 August 2020, which set out 
proposals on reforms to the planning process for the future, 
falsely frames the problem in housing supply as an issue 

resulting from council limitations. 
• That the vast majority of planning applications are given 
the go ahead by local authority planning committees, with 

permission granted to around 9 out of 10 applications. 
• That research by the Local Government Association has 
said that there are existing planning permissions for more 

than one million homes that have not yet been started. 
• As of the 1 April 2020 there is permission for 10,843 (or 
full permission for 5,055 number) homes in the Vale that 
have not yet been built. Construction has only started on 

site for 40% of these (or equivalent 85% for those with full 
permission). 
 

This Council is concerned that the proposals in the White 
Paper seek to: 
• Reduce or remove the right of residents to object to 

applications near them. 
• Grant automatic rights for developers to build on land 
identified as ‘for growth’. 

• Remove section 106 payments for infrastructure and their 
replacement with a national levy. 
 

This Council further notes: 
• The Royal Institute for British Architects called the 
proposals ‘shameful and which will do almost nothing to 

guarantee delivery of affordable, well-designed and 
sustainable homes’. RIBA also said that proposals could 
lead to the next generation of slum housing.        

• The Local Government Association and District Councils 
Network are both working on responses to reflect the 
serious concerns raised by their member councils from 

across the country.   
  
This Council believes: 

• That existing planning procedures, as currently 
administered by our own team in Vale of White Horse, allow 
for local democratic control over future development, and 

give local people a say in planning proposals that affect 
them. 
• That proposals for automatic rights to build in ‘growth’ 

areas, and increased permitted development rights, risk 
unregulated growth and unsustainable communities. 
• That local communities must be in the driving seat on 

shaping the future of their communities, and local 
determination of the planning framework and planning 
applications play an important part in this process. 

This Council resolves to: 
1.  Take part in the consultation in the planning proposals, 
and to make representations against the proposals in the 

areas outlined in this motion. 
2.  Write to both of our Members of Parliament explaining 
the position of Council on these proposals, urging them to 

support the intentions of this motion by objecting, where 
necessary to those proposals, and for any reply from them 

in the planning proposals, and to 

make representations against the 
proposals in the areas outlined in 
this motion. 

2.  Write to both of our Members 
of Parliament explaining the 
position of Council on these 

proposals, urging them to support 
the intentions of this motion by 
objecting, where necessary to 

those proposals, and for any 
reply from them to be placed on 
the council’s website. 
3.  Highlight its concerns over 

these proposals with the public 
and local residents”. 

this was publicised on the council's 

website. The Vale has made clear its 
concerns over the current proposals.  
 

Letters were drafted to both Members of 
Parliament. 
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to be placed on the council’s website. 

3.  Highlight its concerns over these proposals with the 
public and local residents”. 

Vale M20 9th December 2020 

Council notes the growing popularity of wild swimming, 

paddling, kayaking and paddle boarding in the River 
Thames and its tributaries and, more importantly, the 
intrinsic value of clean water and healthy, biodiverse rivers. 

 
The UK water companies are permitted to release raw 
sewage into waterways in specific circumstances, under 

licence from the Environment Agency.  Regulators rely on 
self-reporting on the part of the water companies and there 
is no way for river users to know in real time when these 

Controlled Sewage Overflows (CSO’s) happen. 
In 2017 Thames Water received the largest fine ever 
handed to a water utility for an environmental disaster after 

it spilled raw sewage into the Thames, with the judge stating 
that the company had a history of non-compliance.  
However, the issue of water cleanliness persists.  Data from 

the River Trust revealed that Thames Water’s sewage 
treatment works spilled raw sewage into the upper Thames, 
between Lechlade and Reading, more than 1,300 times in 

2019, for 17,000 hours in total.  
Hundreds of beaches around the UK have Bathing Quality 
Water status, this ensures that the Environment Agency 

monitors and reports on water quality throughout the 
bathing season. 
Only a handful of inland lakes, and no rivers, have Bathing 

Quality Water status. 
Recognising the intrinsic importance of the river Thames as 
a natural asset of national significance and its value to our 

communities, this Council: - 
 
1. Asks officers to work with appropriate partners such as 

the Environment Agency, the Rivers Trust and Surfers 
against Sewage to begin the process of applying for Bathing 
Quality Water status for the river Thames in the Vale of 

White Horse. 
2. Commits to taking part in the meetings of councils from 
along the River that are being hosted by South Oxfordshire 
District Council’s Thames Champion, Councillor Jo Robb, to 

discuss opportunities for our council to join others in 
promoting and working towards cleaner rivers. 
3. Asks the Leader to write to Thames Water calling on 

them to (a) draft and implement an action plan for the 
elimination of CSO’s across its sewage treatment network 
and (b) to provide accurate, real-time publicly available 

information about CSO’s into the Thames and its tributaries. 
4. Asks the Leader to write to the Vale’s two MPs asking 
them to support Philip Dunne MP’s Sewage (Inland Waters) 

Bill when it has its second reading in Parliament on 15 
January 2021.   
5. Aims to build on opportunities to influence Thames 

Water’s practices – such as our successful application to 
become a strategic partner in Thames Water’s Surface 
Water Management Programme for 2020-2025. 

This Council: - 

 
1. Asks officers to work with 
appropriate partners such as the 

Environment Agency, the Rivers 
Trust and Surfers against 
Sewage to begin the process of 

applying for Bathing Quality 
Water status for the river Thames 
in the Vale of White Horse. 

2. Commits to taking part in the 
meetings of councils from along 
the River that are being hosted 

by South Oxfordshire District 
Council’s Thames Champion, 
Councillor Jo Robb, to discuss 

opportunities for our council to 
join others in promoting and 
working towards cleaner rivers. 

3. Asks the Leader to write to 
Thames Water calling on them to 
(a) draft and implement an action 

plan for the elimination of CSO’s 
across its sewage treatment 
network and (b) to provide 

accurate, real-time publicly 
available information about 
CSO’s into the Thames and its 

tributaries. 
4. Asks the Leader to write to the 
Vale’s two MPs asking them to 

support Philip Dunne MP’s 
Sewage (Inland Waters) Bill 
when it has its second reading in 

Parliament on 15 January 2021.   
5. Aims to build on opportunities 
to influence Thames Water’s 
practices – such as our 

successful application to become 
a strategic partner in Thames 
Water’s Surface Water 

Management Programme for 
2020-2025. 

Letters to Thames Water and the 

Members of Parliament have been 
drafted and sent.  
 

Response from Thames Water received 
on 20 January 2021.  

Head of Policy & 
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Vale M21 10th February 2021 

This Council notes: 

 
1. The recent endorsement of the "Twenty is Plenty" 
campaign by Oxfordshire County Council in its role as 

Highways Authority which means all new residential roads 
should have a 20-mph speed limit. 
 

2. The evidence that introduction of 20mph limits even 
without formal enforcement results in much safer speed 
profiles and this is particularly beneficial in the vicinity of 

schools, community hubs and care facilities. 
 
This Council believes that as the Local Planning Authority 
we could look to facilitate the campaign by designing in a 20 

mph speed limit policy for new developments via the next 
Local Plan. 
 

The Council further believes that there may be a role for a 
"best practice guide" and case studies for parish Councils to 
help them facilitate 20mph limits where there is local 

demand. 
 
Council asks the Leader to write to the County Council in 

support of swift implementation of the “Twenty is Plenty” 
campaign, asking the County Council to provide a “best 
practice guide” to help facilitate 20mph limits where there is 

local demand, asking that County Council officers promote 
20mph limits in discussions with developers, that County 
Council officers base their responses to planning 

applications on this policy and asking for any further advice 
or guidance the County Council can provide to the Vale in 
how it can help support the implementation of this policy. 

 
Council would welcome any request by Scrutiny Committee 
to invite the County Council to discuss how this initiative is 

being implemented. 

Leader of the Council to write to 

OCC in relation to the 
implementation of "Twenty is 
Plenty" 

 
A request by the Scrutiny 
Committee to OCC regarding this 

policy would be welcomed 

Letter drafted and sent. 

 
Relevant officers informed. 

Head of 

Planning/ Head 
of Policy & 
Programmes  

Closed 

Vale M22 10th February 2021 

The flooding in Oxfordshire over Christmas served as yet 

another reminder of the importance of flood defences and 
effective road-side drainage as climate change makes flood 
events more common and more extreme. As well as 
planning policy needed to take increasing flood risk 

seriously, it is vital that the Environment Agency are 
properly funded to help them protect communities and the 
local economy from the devastating impact of flooding. 

 
Council notes: 
-          The excellent partnership work between this council, 

the Environment Agency and other partners on the Oxford 
Flood Alleviation Scheme which will protect South Hinksey, 
Kennington and North Hinksey as well as Oxford City once 

built. 
-          There is a Flood Alleviation Scheme designed to 
protect parts of Abingdon around the River Ock that the 

Environment Agency believe will protect the Town. This 
scheme is unfunded. 
-          That the likelihood and severity of flooding on the 

scale of what Abingdon experienced in 2007 and South 
Hinksey experienced in 2014 is increasingly likely. 

Leader of the Council to write to 

the Secretary of State and the 
Chief Secretary to the Treasury 
regarding flood defence funding. 
 

Leader of the Council to write to 
OCC suggesting the 
development of a new plan for 

the maintenance of gullies and 
drainage ditches 
 

Work with partners to highlight 
the importance of flood 
alleviation. 

Letters drafted and sent. 

 
Relevant officers informed. 

Head of 

Housing & 
Environment  

Closed 
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-          The impact of flooding on our communities can be 

devastating – for residents personally affected, financially in 
the damage caused to property, and the impact on our 
electricity and transport infrastructure which has a knock-on 

impact for businesses and the local economy. 
-          The financial constraints that limit infrastructure 
maintenance by Oxfordshire County Council, such as 

clearing gullies once every three years and adopting a 
reactive approach to flooding. 
Council asks the Leader to: 

-          Write to the Secretary of State for DEFRA and the 
Chief Secretary to the Treasury asking for the Environment 
Agency funding for flood alleviation schemes to be 
increased significantly and for the Abingdon Flood 

Alleviation Scheme specifically to be funded as part of the 
government’s next budget round. 
-          Continue to work through our partnerships, such as 

the Growth Board and OxLEP, to highlight the importance of 
flood alleviation in our district and action to protect residents 
and businesses.  

-          Write to Oxfordshire County Council to encourage 
the development of a rational, comprehensive and cost-
effective management plan for maintenance of roadside 

gullies and drainage, liaising with landowners to clear 
important drainage ditches and involving increased funding. 

Vale M23 10th February 2021 

Council notes that the Wessex Leisure Centre project was 
put on hold in October 2018 at a point when it was clear that 
the total of Section 106 Developer contributions already 

collected and those to be received in the future fell very 
significantly short of the amount required to fund the project.  
Council is also aware that the current restrictions imposed 

by the COVID 19 pandemic and the unknown potential 
implications of the need to maintain social distancing and 
other measures may impact the nature of leisure facilities 

for the foreseeable future.  However, recognising that 
earmarked funds are and will become available this Council: 
 

1. Asks officers to initiate early engagement with residents 
and stakeholders in the Grove and Wantage area to inform 
the best use of the S106 leisure funds generated locally that 
were previously allocated to the ill-fated Wessex Leisure 

Centre. 
2. As part of this work, asks officers in its infrastructure, 
policy and legal teams to disentangle these S106 

agreements and in doing so acknowledge that it may then 
be necessary to consult further with other local communities 
about what recreation and leisure facilities are required in 

the areas that generated some of those S106 contributions. 
3. Notes that the new and more flexible CIL Spending 
Strategy adopted by Cabinet reinforces this Council's 

intention to use CIL developer contributions to pay for 
community infrastructure, including for leisure provision, in a 
way that assists the delivery of larger projects to the benefit 

of the whole community.   
4. Enthusiastically supports the recent changes to the Vale's 
CIL Charging Strategy which will see a near doubling of CIL 

infrastructure funding to this District over the life of the Local 
Plan.  

Engage with residents and 
stakeholders regarding the use of 
previously earmarked S106 

funding 
 
Disentangle the S106 

agreements relating to the 
Wessex Leisure Centre 
 

Supports the prioritisation work 
on the Vale’s Active Communities 
Strategy to inform how best to 

use S106, CIL and other funding 
to provide recreation facilities and 
opportunities for communities 
across the district. 

Relevant officers informed Head of 
Development & 
Corporate 

Landlord  
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5. Supports the prioritisation work on the Vale’s Active 

Communities Strategy to inform how best to use S106, CIL 
and other funding to provide recreation facilities and 
opportunities for communities across the district. 

Vale M24 24th March 2021 

That Council notes:  
 
·         As specified in the Vale of White Horse Local Plan 

2031: Part 2, the district council has committed to provide 
22,760 new homes in the period 2011-2031.   
·         Residents across the Vale regularly contact members 

about the existing pressure on local health services and 
concerns about additional homes increasing demand.  
·         Clinical Commissioning Groups are responsible for 

ensuring health provision for our growing population is 
provided.  
·         If section 106 contributions from developers agreed 

by the District Council are not used by the CCGs within a 
set time, the money can be paid back to the developer, 
which would result in an under-       provision of health care 

in our communities. 
·         Despite significant effort by council officers and local 
health professionals, the current system is preventing us 

from providing the health services that local people need 
and deserve.  
·         Our planning service and planning committee are 

therefore under pressure to approve new housing without 
plans for healthcare in place.   
 Council believes:  

·         This council has an important role in improving the 
health and wellbeing of our residents.  
·         Primary health provision should be planned based on 

population growth and vision for health care provision in the 
district.  
·         That sufficient infrastructure such as transport, health 

and education should be provided alongside, and preferably 
ahead of new housing development.  
·         The current national system for ensuring health 

infrastructure is provided, through Clinical Commissioning 
Groups, is not working.  
 Council requests:  
1.    Officers continue to work with Clinical Commissioning 

Groups to ensure sufficient provision is made for primary 
care services for key strategic housing sites such as Valley 
Park, Great  

Western Park and North Abingdon. 
 
2.  The leader, recognising that there are a number of 

CCGs involved in the provision of health care services, write 
to the CCGs to arrange meetings to discuss: 
·     Developing better working relationship between the 

CCGs and the District Council.  
·     Ensuring CCGs take a more pro-active approach to our 
planning process and respond to planning application 

consultations in a timely and ongoing basis to support the 
work of our planning department and our Infrastructure and 
development team.   

·     How the CCGs can engage more proactively with the 
planning authority to better plan healthcare for strategic 

Officers continue to work with 
Clinical Commissioning Groups 
to ensure sufficient provision is 

made for primary care services 
for key strategic housing sites 
such as Valley Park, Great  

Western Park and North 
Abingdon. 
 

2.  The leader, recognising that 
there are a number of CCGs 
involved in the provision of health 

care services, write to the CCGs 
to arrange meetings to discuss: 
·     Developing better working 

relationship between the CCGs 
and the District Council.  
·     Ensuring CCGs take a more 

pro-active approach to our 
planning process and respond to 
planning application consultations 

in a timely and ongoing basis to 
support the work of our planning 
department and our Infrastructure 

and development team.   
·     How the CCGs can engage 
more proactively with the 

planning authority to better plan 
healthcare for strategic housing 
sites in the Vale linked to the 

council’s corporate plan theme of 
“building healthy communities”.  
·     To understand how CCGs 

uses population forecasts to plan 
primary healthcare.  
·     To discuss particular case 
studies where there is a potential 

for section 106 monies to be lost   
  
3.   The Council Leader write to 

the Ministers for Heath and 
MHCLG to:  
·     explain the difficulties local 

planning authorities have to 
obtain information and 
commitment to deliver health 

services from CCGs.  
·     provide specific case studies 
about where health provision 

negotiated as part of section 106 
is at risk of being lost. 
·     press the need for whatever 

structure replaces Clinical 
Commissioning groups as part of 

Relevant officers informed. Letters will be 
sent after the relevant meetings between 
the CCGs and the Council leaders. 

 
The Leader, supported by officers, met 
with Directors for the Oxfordshire Clinical 

Commissioning Group (OCCG) on 24 
May 2021 which has led to a useful 
ongoing officer liaison. We were also 

seeking additional meetings with other 
bordering CCGs, Swindon Clinical 
Commissioning Group and 

Buckinghamshire Clinical Commissioning 
Group to better support and facilitate 
collaboration in delivering local health 

services and infrastructure.  
 
The discussion with OCCG included 

information on how population forecasts 
are used to plan healthcare requirements 
in the district and how the council can 

improve working with the CCG to ensure 
healthcare needs are included in S106 
agreements and ensuring the associated 

monies are spent in a timely manner. 
 
Officers are also in the process of 

arranging a presentation for all councillors 
by the OCCG to explain how they operate 
and discuss future reforms. An all-Cllr 

briefing was held in September 2021.  

Head of Policy & 
Programmes  

Closed  
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housing sites in the Vale linked to the council’s corporate 

plan theme of “building healthy communities”.  
·     To understand how CCGs uses population forecasts to 
plan primary healthcare.  

·     To discuss particular case studies where there is a 
potential for section 106 monies to be lost   
  

3.   The Council Leader write to the Ministers for Heath and 
MHCLG to:  
·     explain the difficulties local planning authorities have to 

obtain information and commitment to deliver health 
services from CCGs.  
·     provide specific case studies about where health 
provision negotiated as part of section 106 is at risk of being 

lost. 
·     press the need for whatever structure replaces Clinical 
Commissioning groups as part of the health reform has 

working with local planning authorities and its heart. 
·     ask what government are doing to increase the number 
of GPs and other health staff and funding to keep up with 

number of homes. 

the health reform has working 

with local planning authorities 
and its heart. 
·     ask what government are 

doing to increase the number of 
GPs and other health staff and 
funding to keep up with number 

of homes. 

Vale M25 24th March 2021 

That Council notes that: 

Oxfordshire County Council (OCC) has a Cycling Design 
Standards document which provides best practice for 
roundabout junction design.  

·    It states in the introduction “We need to ensure we 
create the right conditions for everyone to choose to cycle, 
whether they are young or old, male or female, or disabled. 

We want to make cycling a preferred choice for everyone.” 
·     And in section 3.3.5 “Roundabouts can be particularly 
daunting for some cycle users, especially large multi-lane 

roundabouts. Approaches, exits and the geometry of 
roundabouts should aim to cause traffic to slow down to use 
the roundabout and therefore reduce the risk to cycle users 

- roundabout entry should be radial, not tangential, in order 
to slow traffic.” 
 

A recent Oxford Brookes survey of Abingdon workplaces 
that was commissioned by Abingdon Liveable Streets 
showed that most residents who could walk to work do so 
but a significant proportion of residents who would like to 

cycle to work are put off by safety fears.  
 
Roundabouts are particularly hazardous for cyclists and 

there have been several accidents involving cyclists on 
roundabouts in the Vale.  
 

Council notes, with regret, that in the Vale of White Horse 
and on routes where bicycles are not segregated from the 
traffic, new roundabouts designs, and the layout of 

refurbished ones continue to include tangential entries, also 
known as high speed or flared geometry designs. 
 

Council believes that: 
·         the aims of the Oxfordshire Cycling Design Standards 
document are good and should be treated as central to 

planning new settlements well. 
·         we are moving towards a society where use of a 

Council requests that the leader 

of the council write a letter to the 
OCC Cabinet Member for the 
Environment calling on her to: 

1.        Ensure that the OCC 
Cycling Design Standards are 
adhered to and, in particular, for 

all new roundabout designs and 
refurbishments in the Vale of 
White Horse to be based on 

those Design Standards. 
2.        Ensure that the Vale of 
White Horse Design Guide 

Principle DG31 for streets as 
social spaces is considered when 
reviewing junction design. i.e. 

“Streets should be designed as 
social spaces with the   needs of 
pedestrians, cyclists and public 
transport users put above the 

needs of the motorist.” 
3.        Ensure that When 
developers consult planning and 

highways officers on potential 
road design, officers are 
proactive in promoting the 

priorities of local councils and are 
encouraged to design 
accordingly. 

4.        Create a culture of pro-
actively striving for the best 
possible street and junction 

design when highways officers 
are advising developers about 
what is expected locally, ensuring 

that people walking, cycling and 
using public transport are 

Relevant officers informed and letters 

drafted. 

Head of 

Planning/ Head 
of Policy & 
Programmes  
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personal vehicle for every journey (both local and longer 

distance) will be less common, and people will want to have 
the opportunity to cycle and walk to more local destinations 
where appropriate. 

·         Encouraging active travel is part of this council’s 
corporate plan as it has many benefits. For the person 
themselves, they are likely to feel the physical and mental 

benefits. And for the environment, there is less traffic on the 
roads, and therefore less air pollution. 
·          Having declared a climate emergency, it is the duty 

of this Council to do what it can and working with partners, 
to make it easier for residents to choose to cycle for leisure, 
to school and to work (this applies especially on routes to 
the larger employment centres in and around our District 

such as Culham, Harwell Campus and Milton Park). 
 
Council requests that the leader of the council write a letter 

to the OCC Cabinet Member for the Environment calling on 
her to: 
1.        Ensure that the OCC Cycling Design Standards are 

adhered to and, in particular, for all new roundabout designs 
and refurbishments in the Vale of White Horse to be based 
on those Design Standards. 

2.        Ensure that the Vale of White Horse Design Guide 
Principle DG31 for streets as social spaces is considered 
when reviewing junction design. i.e. “Streets should be 

designed as social spaces with the   needs of pedestrians, 
cyclists and public transport users put above the needs of 
the motorist.” 

3.        Ensure that When developers consult planning and 
highways officers on potential road design, officers are 
proactive in promoting the priorities of local councils and are 

encouraged to design accordingly. 
4.        Create a culture of pro-actively striving for the best 
possible street and junction design when highways officers 

are advising developers about what is expected locally, 
ensuring that people walking, cycling and using public 
transport are prioritised.  

5.        Note that when highway design proposals are put 
forward that fall below the County Council’s Design 
Standards, and/or do not further the County Council’s policy 

objectives, we would expect the County   Council as 
technical consultee on highways to oppose them. 

prioritised.  

5.        Note that when highway 
design proposals are put forward 
that fall below the County 

Council’s Design Standards, 
and/or do not further the County 
Council’s policy objectives, we 

would expect the County   
Council as technical consultee on 
highways to oppose them. 

Vale M26 14th July 2021 

That our local members of parliament, local councillors and 

residents have campaigned for many years to get Grove 
Station reopened yet this much needed station remains 
unfunded.  

 
Council notes that: 
- Oxfordshire Rail Corridor Study demonstrates that a 

station at Grove/Wantage can be justified by 2028 on the 
basis of the new housing currently being built or being 
planned for in the area and emerging proposals for further 

employment growth, including the Williams Technology 
Campus. 
- A report published by SLC Rail in 2018 considered a 

station at Grove to be “high value for money” within the 
Department for Transport’s Value for Money Assessment. 

This Council therefore calls upon 

the Leader to: 
- write to the Secretary of State 
for Transport to make the case 

for funding Grove Station to be 
part of the current round of 
government grants to help 

develop proposals for new 
stations. 
- ask the Secretary of State for 

Transport for a commitment for 
the station to be delivered as 
soon as possible. 

- continue to make the case for 
Grove Station at the Oxfordshire, 

Relevant officers informed and letters 

sent. 
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- local councillors have successfully pushed for Network 

Rail to electrify the line in a way that did not impede the 
reopening of the line through Grove. 
- local councillors have helped ensure the new bridge over 

the railway line Grove was constructed in such a way as not 
to impede a reopening. 
- Investment in rail is an essential part of decarbonising 

transport and reducing dependence on the personal car. 
- progress on this project is being delayed by the failure of 
Government to provide funding to progress the project to 

the next stage. 
- even if funding to develop the proposal further is awarded, 
the source of funding to deliver Grove station is uncertain. 
 

Council reiterates our commitment to ensuring Grove 
Station is reopened.  
 

This Council therefore calls upon the Leader to: 
- write to the Secretary of State for Transport to make the 
case for funding Grove Station to be part of the current 

round of government grants to help develop proposals for 
new stations. 
- ask the Secretary of State for Transport for a commitment 

for the station to be delivered as soon as possible. 
- continue to make the case for Grove Station at the 
Oxfordshire, Ox-Cam Arc meetings, and in conversations 

with our two Members of Parliament.  

Ox-Cam Arc meetings, and in 

conversations with our two 
Members of Parliament.  

Vale M27 14th July 2021 

That Council notes that: 

1. the UK Government has declared a legally binding target 
for the UK to be carbon neutral by 2050 and committed to 
achieving the United Nations’ 17 Sustainable Development 

Goals (SDGs). 
2. this council has declared a Climate Emergency and 
adopted targets to be carbon neutral by 2030, with a target 

for the district to be carbon neutral by 2045. 
3. the ‘Oxfordshire Strategic Vision’, adopted by all 
Oxfordshire Councils, articulates countywide shared aims 

and guiding principles for sustainable growth.  
4. there are a number of consultations on spatial planning 
documents happening this summer that will impact on our 
ability to achieve the above targets and our corporate plan 

objectives.  
Council believes that: 
1. achieving our carbon reduction targets and realising the 

‘Oxfordshire Strategic Vision’ for the district cannot be met 
without working effectively with partners across Oxfordshire, 
the region and beyond. 

2. our emerging Joint Local Plan, the Oxfordshire Plan 
2050, the government’s Oxford to Cambridge Arc Spatial 
Framework, and any other plans for growth and 

development, are opportunities to help the world in its 
critical response to the climate emergency and efforts 
towards carbon neutrality.  

3. we are in a position to gather evidence to contribute to 
and influence policy decisions as part of key local, regional 
and national consultations. 

4. we should aim to achieve those United Nations’ 17 
SDGs. 

Council therefore requests that: 

1. officers ensure the challenges 
listed above are addressed 
through policy development and 

consultations, including: 
a. policies in the emerging Vale 
of White Horse District Council-

South Oxfordshire District 
Council Joint Local Plan and 
Design Guide 

b. this council submitting a 
response to the Oxfordshire Plan 
2050 Regulation 18 consultation, 
and continued active 

engagement with the Oxfordshire 
Plan 2050 work 
c. this council submitting a 

response to the government's 
consultation on their Ox-Cam Arc 
Vision and subsequent 

consultations on the Arc Spatial 
Framework 
d. any other consultation that 

comes forward from neighbouring 
authorities, regions or the 
government that affects local and 

regional planning 
2. officers ensure council’s 
position is communicated 

effectively in print and social 
media. 

Relevant officers informed including Joint 

Local Plan workstream lead officers. 
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5. there are critical sustainability challenges facing 

Oxfordshire that must be addressed; examples of these 
include: 
a. water supply 

b. Renewable Energy supply 
c. reducing carbon emissions from existing homes through 
retrofitting 

d. funding infrastructure required to support planned 
development. 
e. decarbonising transport and reducing the need to travel 

f. Identifying appropriate and sustainable levels of growth, 
and housing 
Council therefore requests that: 
1. officers ensure the challenges listed above are 

addressed through policy development and consultations, 
including: 
a. policies in the emerging Vale of White Horse District 

Council-South Oxfordshire District Council Joint Local Plan 
and Design Guide 
b. this council submitting a response to the Oxfordshire Plan 

2050 Regulation 18 consultation, and continued active 
engagement with the Oxfordshire Plan 2050 work 
c. this council submitting a response to the government's 

consultation on their Ox-Cam Arc Vision and subsequent 
consultations on the Arc Spatial Framework 
d. any other consultation that comes forward from 

neighbouring authorities, regions or the government that 
affects local and regional planning 
2. officers ensure council’s position is communicated 

effectively in print and social media. 
3. the council Leader and relevant cabinet members 
continue to advocate for these issues to be addressed at 

meetings of the Oxfordshire Growth Board and the Ox-Cam 
Arc Leaders Group (which is attended by a Civil Servant 
from Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local 

Government)  

3. the council Leader and 

relevant cabinet members 
continue to advocate for these 
issues to be addressed at 

meetings of the Oxfordshire 
Growth Board and the Ox-Cam 
Arc Leaders Group (which is 

attended by a Civil Servant from 
Ministry of Housing, Communities 
and Local Government)  

Vale M28 14th July 2021 

That Council notes: 

• the Government’s proposals to reform the English 
Planning system which will significantly reduce the public’s 
right to influence planning applications. 
• the significant and growing concerns being expressed 

about the proposals across local councils, MPs of all parties 
and across planning, architectural and environmental 
organisations. 

• local residents’ concerns about their reduced ability to 
object to building works under Permitted Development 
Rights which have been extended under this Government. 

• The Local Government Association has identified that 
more than 1million homes that have planning permission 
that are not yet built, including a significant number in the 

Vale. 
• that councils across England approve nine in ten planning 
applications. 

• the need to deliver more genuinely affordable housing for 
sale and rent. 
Council is concerned that: 

• the proposed planning reforms are trying to solve the 
wrong problem. In the Vale we are already approving 

Council calls for the Government 

to: 
• scrap the current proposals for 
planning reform. 
• undertake a review of permitted 

development rights. 
• maintain the right of local 
residents to engage and 

comment on individual planning 
applications. 
• support the right of local people, 

through robust Neighbourhood 
and Local Plan processes, to 
influence how their communities 

develop. 
• enable councils to set strong 
local planning policies to 

maximise protection for the 
environment and reduce carbon 
emissions. 

and asks the Leader to write to 
the Secretary of State and our 

Relevant officers informed and letters 

sent.. 
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applications for housing at a higher rate than needed to hit 

government ambition of 300,000 new homes a year.   
• the proposed planning reforms will significantly reduce 
public input into the planning process, leaving communities 

feeling that development is being done to them, not with 
them. 
• the proposed Planning reforms will make it more difficult 

for councils to ensure the homes that are built are genuinely 
affordable for local people. 
Council calls for the Government to: 

• scrap the current proposals for planning reform. 
• undertake a review of permitted development rights. 
• maintain the right of local residents to engage and 
comment on individual planning applications. 

• support the right of local people, through robust 
Neighbourhood and Local Plan processes, to influence how 
their communities develop. 

• enable councils to set strong local planning policies to 
maximise protection for the environment and reduce carbon 
emissions. 

and asks the Leader to write to the Secretary of State and 
our local Members of Parliament to this effect. 

local Members of Parliament to 

this effect. 

Vale M29 6th October 2021 

Council Notes:  
Vale of White Horse District Council declared a Climate 
Emergency in February 2019, and since then has included 

the Climate Emergency in its Corporate Plan, set up a 
Climate Emergency Advisory Committee and declared its 
ambitions by setting its own carbon targets. 

Our climate action targets are to become: 
- carbon neutral within our own operations by 2030, with an 
aim for a 75 per cent reduction in carbon emissions in our 

own operations by 2025 
- a carbon neutral district by 2045, with an aim for a 75 per 
cent reduction in carbon emissions in the district by 2030 

UK100 is a network of highly ambitious local government 
leaders, which seeks to devise and implement plans for the 
transition to clean energy that are ambitious, cost effective 

and take the public and business with them.  
It supports decision-makers in UK towns, cities and counties 
in their transition to Net Zero. It is the only network for UK 
local leaders focused solely on climate, clean energy and 

clean air policy.  
Over 100 councils have already joined this group and taken 
the pledge to reach net zero by 2030 for all council owned 

assets and wider by 2045. By working together with other 
councils, we are fulfilling one of the corporate plan projects 
of partnership, and together we show greater strength. 

The Climate Emergency is something that affects not just 
the residents in our council area, but the whole country, and 
in fact the whole world.  

 
We will need to work together and learn from each other if 
we are to find workable solutions for tackling Climate 

Change. 
We will have the best chance of meeting our carbon targets 
by being part of a wider community, sharing knowledge with 

partners who face similar issues, by translating ambitions 
into concrete actions. 

Council Resolves to become a 
member of the UK:100 Network, 
which requires the Council to: 

- reaffirm our commitment to 
council operations to become 
carbon neutral by 2030 and 

become a carbon neutral district 
by 2045 
- report our carbon emissions 

annually 
- commit to limiting the use of 
offsets, and if used, to be as local 

as possible 
- sign up to the UK:100 Pledge 
www.uk100.org/membership  

Relevant officers informed and actions 
completed.  
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Council Resolves to become a member of the UK:100 
Network, which requires the Council to: 
- reaffirm our commitment to council operations to become 

carbon neutral by 2030 and become a carbon neutral 
district by 2045 
- report our carbon emissions annually 

- commit to limiting the use of offsets, and if used, to be as 
local as possible 
- sign up to the UK:100 Pledge www.uk100.org/membership  

Vale M30 6th October 2021 

In March 2020, as we were faced with the economic fallout 
from the pandemic, the Government did the right thing and 
increased Universal Credit and Working Tax Credit by £20 a 

week. 
  
Council notes that this £20 a week payment is now to be 

cut, coming into effect for families on Universal Credit from 
6 October. This cut will mean the biggest overnight cut to 
the basic rate of social security since the modern welfare 

state began, more than 70 years ago. 
  
According to analysis by the Joseph Rowntree Foundation, 

21% of all working-age families will experience a £1,040-a-
year cut to their incomes from this week. 
  

Many of the same families will be seeing an increase in 
National Insurance costs. Lower income households spend 
more of their income on basic essentials such as food and 

utilities, and the cost of these is currently rising fast. 
  
The Government says it wants to support people back into 

work as we emerge from the crisis, but working families 
make up around 60% of families who will be affected. 
   

Council acknowledges the concerns raised by local and 
national charities (including as Elmore, Citizens Advice 
Bureau and the Joseph Rowntree Foundation) about the 

significantly negative impact this cut will have on the 
financial security and wellbeing of those effected in our 
district. 
Council deplores the decision of the Government to remove 

the ‘temporary’ uplift in Universal Credit which will directly 
impact at least 5,248* families in the Vale of White Horse 
district. 

Council reiterates its corporate plan commitment to support 
vulnerable members of our community and resolves to ask 
the Leader to write to the Chancellor of the Exchequer and 

the Secretary of State for Work and Pensions (copied to our 
local MPs) expressing its grave concern about the impact 
on families within the Vale and to request that the decision 

to cut the Universal Credit uplift be reversed, and that the 
uplift be incorporated permanently into Universal Credit.  

Council reiterates its corporate 
plan commitment to support 
vulnerable members of our 

community and resolves to ask 
the Leader to write to the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer and 

the Secretary of State for Work 
and Pensions (copied to our local 
MPs) expressing its grave 

concern about the impact on 
families within the Vale and to 
request that the decision to cut 

the Universal Credit uplift be 
reversed, and that the uplift be 
incorporated permanently into 

Universal Credit.  

Letters sent and response received.  Head of Finance  Closed  
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